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yves tanguy

Tanguy was an artist who never tormented his inspiration. A slow, meticulous crafts

man, working in an impeccable studio, he painted only when the spirit moved him —

that steadfast, rare, creative spirit which remains a heartening phenomenon in the art

of our time. He abhorred schedules and he abhorred stylistic change for its own sake.

I remember his speaking with amused distaste of the attempt by a colleague to organize

early hours of work for a group of artists, among them Tanguy, gathered at Chemilieu

in 1939. He sometimes talked irritatedly of painters who felt obliged to evolve a new

approach every few years, as a means of freshening their own and the public's interest

in their work. Once he had found his direction — and he found it with startling

abruptness — he followed it with devotion and purity, secret in his quest ("Yves behind

the bars of his blue eyes," Andre Breton once wrote of him), and oblivious of the pres

sures of fashion and commerce. As a result, his life work is integral to an extraordinary

degree, its discipline a strengthening rather than a constricting force.

Raymond Georges Yves Tanguy was born on January 5, 1900, on the Place de la

Concorde in Paris at the Ministry of the Marine where his father, a retired sea captain,

was an administrative official. Paradoxically, he was born in a bed that had belonged to

Gustave Courbet, whose Realism's dependence on the external world stands in absolute

contrast to Tanguy's faith in the hallucinatory objects and scenes of his subconscious

mind. Nevertheless, the name "Gustave" had particular meaning for Tanguy, as he

used to say, half in jest, writing down with care the anagram on his own name which

Breton had invented from the letters G-u-s-t-a-v-e, Y-N-Y. He always remembered that

the imagery of two other Gustaves — Moreau and Dore — had fed his macabre imagina

tion in youth.

Tanguy's childhood vacations were spent at his family's house at Locronan in the

Finistere province of Brittany, and unquestionably this was the most important forma

tive fact in the evolution of his vision as an artist. Neither in his art nor in conversation

did he often refer in specific terms to childhood experience, though once he reluctantly

confessed that he remembered three sources of terror in early youth: bullrushes, large

beach chairs and the story of Humpty Dumpty. But the Finistere landscape made an

immense impression on him. The fields near Locronan are peopled with menhirs and

dolmens from prehistoric times and these, subjectively transformed, are frequent prop-

9



the boat. 1926. Collection Paul Carson, Paris
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French Army, and was attached to an infantry regiment stationed at Lunevdle. Life in

the provincial barracks brought on an acute state of depression. He put an end to his

ordeal by volunteering for service in Tunis and was finally released by the Army. But

at Luneville he had met a fellow-Breton, the poet and film director Jacques Prevert,

who was to become one of the closest companions of his first years as an artist.

Reunited in Paris in 1922, Tanguy and Prevert somehow kept alive on the scantiest

of funds and pondered what careers to follow. Both had strong literary inclinations

(throughout his life Tanguy read constantly), and both seem to have been elated by

their discovery of the Comte de Lautreamont's book, Les Chants de Maldoror, later a

central influence on the surrealist movement as a whole. But 1 anguy had begun to

make sketches on scraps of paper and on the tablecloths and napkins of the Mont-

parnasse cafes. These sketches attracted the attention of Maurice Vlaminck, one ol

many painters whose connoisseurship may well have been more remarkable than his

art, and at this point Tanguy thought of becoming an artist. His mind was made up

one day in 1923 when, riding down the rue de La Boetie on a bus, he saw a painting in

the window of Paul Guillaume's gallery. The picture was an early work by Giorgio

de Chirico, now coupled with Tanguy in the present exhibition. Tanguy was so struck

by the picture's enigmatic imagery that he jumped off the bus and ran over to examine

it. On that day he determined to be himself a painter. Only some years later did he

discover that Andre Breton, founder of the surrealist movement in which I anguy s

art was to play an important part, had come upon de Chirico's "metaphysical" works

in precisely the same way.
Tanguy's progress as an artist was slow at first, the more so in that it never seems

to have occurred to him to seek instruction of any kind. But he apparently completed

(Left to right) Tanguy with Marcel

Duhamel, Jacques Prevert and Pierre

Prevert, at Locronan, Brittany, 1924
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gooc number of canvases during the early 1920s. Marcel Duhamel, who had found

a louse for Tanguy, Proven and himself at 54 rue du Chateau, behind the Mont

parnasse ra, road station, remembers Tanguy feeding picture after picture into a

blazing replace, nr an hour of despair. In any case, few paintings prior to ^926 sur

ne, and Tanguy almost always dated his works from the very beginning o
o, „ B,„d „hu,  —

In 1925 Tanguy met Andre Breton through mutual friends. The previous December

e magazine, La Revolution Surrealiste, had been launched, with Pierre Naville and

njamtn Peret as editors and Breton as guiding force. Tanguy, having seen the maga

926 7 |,,e SpOSeC' J°in Bleton antl the "'her surrealists; in the issue of June 15
926, magazine published its first reproduction of one of his works and thereafter

he was recogntzed as one of the "official" surrealist artists '

Tanguy's paintings of 1926 are admittedly naive in execution. In one of them

( ppostte), a theatrical performance of levitation takes place against a murky backdrop

rue de la sante. 1925. Collection Marcel Duhamel, Pari



spattered by flashes of light. The backdrop would presently be transformed into the

dark, far landscape of The Storm (page 24), in which lightning flares in a turgid sky.

And the very subject of Tanguy 's 1926 picture of levitation is pertinent to his later art.

In many of his paintings objects float, rise or fall as though by invisible magic. These

objects are not believably lighter than air, nor yet much heavier. Often the largest of

them skim the ground indecisively, like waterlogged substances refusing - by inches

the ocean floor.
It was in 1927 that Tanguy, with astonishing abruptness, found his way as an artist.

Whereas his works reproduced in La Revolution Surrealiste for 1926 show the influence

of Masson, Ernst and Miro (who was at that time a frequent visitor at 54 rue du

Chateau), the following year Tanguy produced a series of thoroughly personal images.

The series begins, perhaps, with He Did What He Wanted (page 23), in which the

foreground's conical, geometric form, surmounted by lettering, is reminiscent ol the

cryptic objects in the paintings of de Chirico's Ferrarese period (1915-18), and in which

AT THE FAIR. 1926. Collection Marcel Duhamel, Paris
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The Storm's human figure with arms encircled by ribbons again makes its appearance.

The geometric object shares the foreground with an octopus-like mollusk, hugging the

sand and blowing forth its protective ink. The dunes rear sharply upward beyond, and

in the distant sky we see one of those lacy, translucent forms which recur often in

Tanguy's art; ectoplasmic swirls of color billow in from the right. The Country

(page 25) again uses one of Tanguy's favorite compositional formulas - a deep lore-

ground plain bounded in the distance by a narrow band of sky, where objects Hoai

mysteriously in the silent air, above the huddled dolmens below.

The three climactic pictures of the 1927 series are: A Large Picture Which Is a

Landscape (page 31), The Extinction of Useless Lights (page 26) and Mama , Papa Is

Wounded! (page 27), its title taken from a psychiatric case history. 1 he ground in

the first-named picture is striated with heavy shadows on which wisps of seaweed grow,

and at the left a strange mesa presides over the ominous calm. Tanguy s objects have

now tended to congeal into hard kernels, shaped like puffed grains of cereal and casting

dense, black shadows. In The Extinction of Useless Lights , the landscape seems to be

one from which the sea has just receded (and indeed a fish still swims unaware in the

sky), and a mysterious monument with outstretched hand guides on a string a passing

cloud.
In the famous Mama , Papa Is Wounded!, a hairy stalk rises at the right against dark

gusts of color, and the illusion of limitless space is heightened by a linear cat s cradle

binding the flecked shadows on the earth. The picture illustrates with extraordinary

acuteness a relative constant of Tanguy's technique: the dual manipulation ol perspec

tive, from far to near and from high to low. Naturally, conventional perspective

presupposes both depth and height, but perhaps no other modern painter has so

insistently dramatized an opposition between these two dimensions. The fascination ol

Mama, Papa stems in part from its ambiguous placing of forms within vertical space,

as when two of the foreground objects (the one at the right resembling a fish with

popping eyes) coast in the air above their shadows, as if gravity had lost its hold and

released a chimerical medley above the placid earth. Or, as if the entire scene took

place in an aquarium mechanically provided with a lighted hoiizon.

The years 1928 and 1929 were slightly less prolific for the artist, though during

them he completed a number of his finest early works, among them The Mood of Now ,

Old Horizon and The Lovers (pages 30, 32, 33). All three pictures typify the astonish

ing technical progress Tanguy had made since 1926. The wind-swept landscape of

The Mood of Now evokes a supernatural mood, as objects drift in the imponderable

haze. The dark Old Horizon affirms Tanguy's essential solemnity as a painter -a

quality standing in marked contrast to the deliberate playfulness of much surrealist art.

In The Lovers, with its superbly modeled, air-borne forms, the compositional device

of the two pictures just discussed is reversed. Instead of portraying long vistas of land



drawing. 1926. Pen and ink. 13 x 10". The Museum of

Modern Art, New York

against a far, low sky, the picture becomes virtually a skyscape, bounded in the fore-
ground by a narrow shelf of earth.

In 1930 and 1931, after a trip to Africa, Tanguy completed a series of six or seven

canvases among them The Armoire o, Proteus (page 34), which are isolated within his

an as a whole. These tmages, with their fluted tablelands and jigsaw bastions, differ

sharply from prevtous and subsequent painting, Tanguy had been impressed by some

ions rock formations he saw on his travels in Africa (he had been totally indifferent

by the d T f°Afr-and the traditional aspects of orientalism), and had been amazed
by the clan, y of Afncan sunlight. The rocks he saw seem to have suggested cliff dwell-

tugs guarded by unlikely beacons and covered with enigmatic monuments, like nothing

m any known guidebook. He painted them in clear, penetrating light, leaving far

contours atm°SPheriC mUrkineSS * ^ ^ vigorously mdsed
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A principal reason for the stylistic change was that the African pictures, unlike all

the others in Tanguy's oeuvre, were sketched on the canvas before being painted. The

artist once told me that on his return from Africa he felt the need of discipline in

drawing and in a more fixed placing of forms. But the experiment was short-lived

because, as he said, "I found that if 1 planned a picture beforehand, it never surprised

me, and surprises are my pleasure in painting." He added that what interested him

most as a painter was the way in which one motif suggested a second, a third, a fourth,

unpredictably. Tanguy's spontaneous generation of forms - a chain reaction, as of

bundled firecrackers -is well illustrated by The Ribbon of Extremes (page 36), in

which objects have multiplied astonishingly and are assembled in quiet conclave at the

extreme foreground of the canvas, before a broad aiea of sky.

After his African voyage, Tanguy usually substituted mineral forms for the vegetal

FROM THE OTHER SIDE OF THE BRIDGE (De I'dUtre COte du pOIlt).

1936. Object, 19 x 8%". Collection Charles Ratton, Paris
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Chess Set. c. 1950. Carved wood, king 4" high; board, 21 x 21". Collection Mrs. Yves Tanguy, Wood

bury, Conn.

wife's delectation (above). (The set was a replica of a set carved from a broom handle

which Tanguy gave to the sculptor, Brancusi, before leaving Paris.)

Neatness and precision were deeply ingrained attributes of Tanguy's mind and per

sonality. He loved objects that were beautifully made, as one could not fail to realize

when he displayed his collection of guns, with telescopic sights finely mounted by a

neighboring gunsmith. Tanguy talked eloquently and with care and humor; his man

ner was almost courtly at times, though never in any sense pretentious. These may

seem odd facts to record, considering Tanguy's position as a leading artist of the

surrealist movement, whose adherents often stressed a new kind of poetic license and

despised convention's strictures. But they help explain Tanguy's unique achievement as

a profound craftsman and an easel painter in the classical sense of the term. His sub

conscious visions were never scribbled, as in the "automatic" images of some of his

colleagues, but were communicated with the utmost finesse. He was justified in saying

once: "I expect nothing from my reflections, but I am sure of my reflexes."

Toward the end of the Second World War, Tanguy's reflexes functioned with par

ticular certainty, as he completed such works as The Closing Days; Closed Sea, Wide

World ; The Rapidity of Sleep and the magic little The Sifter of Gold (pages 48, 51,

52, 53), which recaptures the romantic ambience of his works of 1927-29. In this country

white and gray became favorite colors, and were used to bind and oppose his stronger

hues — "nasturtium, coq de roche , poplar leaf, rusty well-chain, cut sodium, slate, jelly

fish and cinnamon," as Breton once defined them. Suffering Softens Stones; The Trans

parent Ones (pages 56, 59) typify the postwar series, and in such works as Fear (page 63)

19



Frederick Soramer: cactus a™ rocks. 1943. The Muse,,,,, of Modern Art, Photograph, Collection

e used intricate stalactite borders at one or both of the vertical edges of his composi-

ons framing wispy skies. Perhaps at this point, more than ever, he deserved to be

ca et a patnters' painter. At least artists of cpiite opposite tendency have marveled at

his technical skill and sensitivity. He remained faithful to surrealism's basic tenets

but sometimes, watching him hold his volume of Montaigne's essays and hearing him

say of it everything is here," one knew that he was the spiritual heir of Chardin no less

than of Isidore Ducasse, the so-called "Comte de Lautreamont "

In the right foreground section of Rose of the Four Winds (page 58) there occurs

per aps for the first time, that breathless congestion of boulders, pebbles or bones which

will reach its brilliant climax in Multiplication of the Arcs (page 67). Could it be

possible that 1 anguy had stored away somewhere in memory the rocky landscape with

giant cact, Arizona, as recorded by a photographer-friend, Frederick Summer

20



Tanguy himself never saw this particular landscape, but he did see parts of Arizona

and, like his colleague, Max Ernst, was startled by the geological phenomena of the

American West, which both visited soon after their arrival here in 1939. At any rate,

Rose of the Four Winds suggests the Western wastelands, and Tanguy may well have

kept them in mind until finally, through that slow alchemy which characterized his

imaginative process, they found their place in his art. The Hunted Sky (page 60),

also painted in 1951, assembles stony forms in mannequin-like piles, their relative uni

formity of coloring relieved by stark white objects, like bits of paper blowing or settling

in the arid, desert air.

During 1952 and 1953 Tanguy produced a marvelous series of drawings (pages 61,

62, 65) but few paintings, in part because of ill health, in part because he and his wife

traveled abroad to attend the openings of their solo exhibitions in Paris and Rome

(Tanguy also showed his pictures in Milan). But back in Woodbury, to his vast relief,

he began to work again, painting the fine The Mirage of Time (page 64) and the two

sparkling little canvases, Saltimbanques and Where Are You? (page 66). And during

the final months of his life he completed what is almost certainly the greatest work of

his entire, dedicated career — Multiplication of the Arcs.

Tanguy, at Woodbury, Connecticut

21



I saw Tanguy several times in Woodbury when the was in progress.

He worked on the picture like one possessed, hurrying back to his studio after a

brief lunch, whereas ordinarily he would have sat for hours, talking about literature

and pictures (though never about his own, unless stubbornly pressed) and the state of

the world of art, with its chronic feuds and armistices, its developments and cou

developments. Clearlv he sensed that the Multiplication was to be the summary ^o

lifelong aims and preoccupations; he would arrive at the house at the end of the day

exhausted by the long hours of unrelenting concentration. And what a cosmic image

he achieved The picture is a sort of boneyard of the world, its inexplicable object

J ,1 red ,n fantastic profusion before a soft and brooding sky. The close gradations o

CI an* form tire handled with such acumen that a pristine

poetic impact is more than likely to establish the picture as one of

in the art of our time.
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HE DID WHAT he wanted (II faisait ce qu'il voulait). 1927. Oil on

canvas, 31% x 25%". Collection Andre Breton, Paris

the girl with red hair (La Fille aux cheveux rouges). 1926. Oil

on canvas, 24 x 18%". Collection Mr. and Mrs. Pierre Matisse,

New York



the storm (L'Orage). 1926. Oil on canvas, 32 x 25%". Philadelphia Museum of Art, The Louise

and Walter Arensberg Collection
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SHADOW country (Terre d'ombre). 1927. Oil on canvas, 39 x 31%". Collection Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Birmingham, Michigan
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L. Winston,
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extinction of useless lights (L'Extinction des lumieres inutiles). 1927. Oil on canvas,

36% x 25%". The Museum of Modern Art, New York
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MAMA. PAPA IS wounded! (Mama, Papa est blesse!). 1927. Oil on canvas, 36V, x 28%". The Museum of Modern
Art, New York
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when they shoot me (Quand on me fusillera). 1927. Oil on wood, 24 x 18%".

Collection Mme Simone Collinet, Paris

opposite: with my shadow (Avec mon ombre). 1928. Oil on canvas, 45% x 32%'

Mrs. Pierre Matisse, New York.

Collection
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the mood of now (L'Humeur des temps). 1928. Oil on canvas, 36% x 28%". Collection Mine

Simone Collinet, Paris

opposite: a large eicture which is a landscape (Un Grand tableau qui represente un paysage),

1927. Oil on canvas, 46 x 35%". Collection Ambassador and Mrs. Henri Hoppenot, Saigon, Indo

China
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old horizon (Vieil horizon). 1928. Oil on canvas, 39% x 28%". Pierre Matisse Gallery, New York



THE LOVERS (Les Amoureux). 1929. Oil on canvas, 39% x 32". Private collection, New York



the armoire of proteus (L'Armoire de Protee). 1931. Oil on canvas, 24 x 19%". Collection Andre Breton, Paris
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gouache. 1931. 4y2 x 11%". The Museum of Modern Art, New York
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THE ribbon of extremes (Le Rubari des exces). 1932. Oil on wood, 13% x 17%". Collection

Roland Penrose, London



a RISK IN EACH hand (Un Risque clans chaque main). 1934. Oil on canvas, 25% x 21%

Collection John Goodwin, New York



movements and acts (Les Mouvements et. les actes). 1937. Oil on canvas,

25Yj x 20%". Collection Mrs. Yves Tanguy, Woodbury, Conn.



the doubter (Le Questionnant). 1937. Oil, 23% x 31%". Collection Roland Penrose, London



extinction of the species (L'Extinction cles especes). 1938. Oil on canvas, 36% x 28%". Pierre

Matisse Gallery, New York

*

opposite: the furniture of time (Le Temps meuble). 1939. Oil on canvas,

45% x 35%". Private collection
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the witness (Le Temoiri). 1940. Oil on canvas. 36 x 28". Collection Mr. and Mrs. LeRay W. Berdeau

Palm Beach



 
the five strangers (Les Cinq etrangers). 1941. Oil on canvas, 38% x 32". Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford



slowly toward the north (Vers le nord lentement). 1942. Oil on canvas, 42 x 36". The Museum of Modern Art, New 5ork

gift of Philip C. Johnson

opposite: the palace of the windowed rocks (Le Palais aax rochers cle fenetres). 1942. Oil on canvas.
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